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it’s 
complicated
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it’s a 
cumulative 
business



say no well



make 
decisions



guiding 
principles are 
useful every 
day

 Encourage opportunities with potential to make a significant positive impact, where 
commercial channels are needed to carry the idea forward.

 Take the course that supports effective dissemination of the technology and work 
creatively to add value through the use of patent, proof of concept and internal and 
external resources.

 Work effectively with your scientists and other faculty to support their aspirations, 
manage conflicts, comply with regulations and encourage synergy with the institution’s 
mission. 

 Engage with industry and investors early to understand                                                 
requirements and find the best partner(s) (research.                                                                         
collaborator, licensee or start-up senior management and                                                          
investors) to take the idea forward.

 Negotiate fair and reasonable terms that reflect the                                                                
contribution of the assets and expertise being transferred.

 Sign good deals and look after them to encourage                                            
commercialization, global access and good returns.



It is amazing 
that it works…



take a lesson 
from new 
ventures and 
entrepreneur 
training



ok I am going 
to talk about 
KPIs and 
metrics



this is what it is 
about



a single 
metric? - many 
good deals



many good 
measures 

many good 
deals



where the 
money comes 
from and 
where it goes –
tell the story



what about 
non-
transaction 
metrics in 
knowledge 
transfer



economists

 A man reads a copy of The Economist magazine in this arranged photograph in London, U.K., on Tuesday, July 28, 
2015. Photographer: Simon Dawson/Bloomberg
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AUTM BIO 
impact 
analysis



Senator     
Birch Bayh 
1928 - 2019

Sen. Birch Bayh in 1980. (James K.W. Atherton/The Washington Post)
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